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ABSTRACT
We report a representation, ISO, that unambiguously and compactly
describes patterns in nucleic acid secondary structure. ISO is equally
expressive as other methodologies including dot-parenthesis nota-
tion, and various structure graph variations, for representation of
well-formed structure patterns. ISO naturally expresses pseudo-
knot structures as well, without a change or extension in notation,
an advantage not possible with commonly used representations.
The numerical basis of ISO is readily amenable to development
of mathematical evaluation rules, distance metrics, and further ab-
straction for either design or analysis purposes. In this way, ISO
provides an easy mechanism for high-throughput in silico screen-
ing of sequence variants for architecting new synthetic systems, and
better understanding of structure-function relationships and struc-
ture space in natural systems.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.1 [B.1.4]: [Languages and Compilers]; B.6 [B.6.1]: [Combinato-
rial Logic]; B.8 [B.8.2]: [Performance Analysis and Design Aids];
D.3 [D.3.4]: [Compilers]; D.4 [D.4.8]: [Modeling and Prediction];
E [E.4]: [Data Compaction and Compression]; I.2 [I.2.4]: [Repre-
sentations]; J [J.3]: [Biology and Genetics]

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance, Standardization, Verification

1. INTRODUCTION
Secondary structure elucidation of nucleic acids has been critical
in understanding their functional behavior in biological systems.
The inverse problem entails directing functional behaviorby design
in synthetic systems, where (deoxy)ribonucleic acids (DNA,RNA)
can be used as a raw material for a variety of nanoscale applica-
tions. In our work, we devise molecular computing systems com-
posed of short single-stranded oligonucleotides. In solution these
oligonucleotides undergo hybridization, dissociation, and cleavage
in a directed manner to serve as molecular scale computing primi-
tives. Designing such a system requires arranging oligonucleotides
to act as desired by individual selection of each particularbase.

These systems, similar to other molecular computing architectures,
work without negative or positive feedback to regulate their actions.
The absence of a control system places a certain burden on design
to not only create intended effects, but to do so without the later
opportunity to ameliorate noise.

Structural design requires a simple way to describe nucleicacid
conformation. In describing DNA or RNA there is a hierarchy of
data initiated with the list of basesA, G, C, andT for DNA or A, G,
C, andU for RNA as the primary structure. Secondary structure de-
notes which bases are bound through Watson-Crick pairing ofcom-
plementary basesG−C, andA−T or A−U . Tertiary structure de-
notes spatial orientation, but is typically not yet included into large
scale computational studies due to model complexity. Looking at
the secondary structure for each molecule, and the change infree
energy associated with folding to this structure, along with species
concentrations and kinetic rates of reaction is sufficient to suggest
and evaluatein silico prototype systems for laboratory verification.
Since the number of choices of a single oligonucleotide is expo-
nential in the lengthn of its string of bases (Σ = {A,C,G,(T,U)},
4n strings), and typically hundreds to millions of secondary struc-
tures per string may be evaluated as part of the design process, it has
proven essential to use a numerical secondary structure abstraction,
amenable to incorporation into a molecular compiler.

Previously developed secondary structure representations include
the dot-parenthesis notation which was introduced in 1984 [7]. Ther-
modynamic design and modeling programs such as Vienna [6],
Mfold [11], RNAsoft [1], and Nupack [21] all use the basic dot-
parenthesis notation as either output for predicted conformations or
input for determination of energy parameters associated with a de-
sired conformation. This notation nominally uses a three-character
alphabet{.,(,)}, where full stop (“dot") symbols indicate unpaired
bases and matching parentheses indicate paired bases. Table 1 ex-
emplifies this notation for the DNA oligonucleotide pictured in Fig-
ure 1(a). Strings with balanced parentheses describe structure pat-
terns in which all hybridization regions are properly nested. The
encoding is linear in the number of bases it abstracts and thus is not
a particularly compact representation. Moreover, location infor-
mation for interesting folding features (e.g. multibranching, stem-
loops, or hairpins) can only be accomplished by overlaying anu-
meric index which is less efficient for molecular compiler incorpo-
ration.

Zuker and Sankoff [22], and Fontana [4], employ rooted treesto
represent secondary structure where nodes denote base level in-
formation as shown in Figures 2b and 2c. Shapiro [15] also uses
rooted trees, but introduces the notion of only describing structural



index 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
base G G A A G A T C A T A T G G A T A A G A C A
symbol ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( . . . . . . . . . . . .

index 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43
base A C A A T G A T C T T C C G A G C C G G T C
symbol . . . ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) . . . . . . . . .

index 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
base G A A A G T T A C T A
symbol . . . . . . . . . . .

Table 1: Dot-Parenthesis representation for a 55 base DNA oligonucleotide, as pictured in Figure 1a.

features and their connectivity, while leaving off specificbase in-
formation. Shapiro additionally shows a mapping from treesinto
nested feature lists in the style of the programming language LISP.
Features include bulges (B), internal loops (I), multibranches (M)
and hairpin loops (H), and thus one-dimensional lists are composed
of their representative symbols in well-formed parenthesized list
structures. Rather than rooted trees, Gan [5] uses planar graphs to
describe structural features and how they are connected, and again
leaves out specific base information. Ramlan [14] uses an extension
to dot-parenthesis notation with a larger set of symbols to permit ef-
fective pictorial output. Oligonucleotide structure is represented by
non-unique strings requiring reduction techniques to showequiv-
alence, and human string parsing, outside the graphical display, is
complex.

In each approach, the relevant questions are 1) how much struc-
ture information is conveyed? 2) how much is disregarded? 3)
how compact is the representation? and 4) how can the abstrac-
tion be used effectively? Before the mid 1990s few groups were
designing and building synthetic nucleic acid systems, hence appli-
cation was solely directed at understanding structure-function rela-
tionships and formulating the sequence and structure spaceof nu-
cleic acids, particularly RNA, found in natural systems. Toexplore
the space of secondary structure, distance metrics betweenstruc-
tures and structure alignment techniques are required. Thestudy of
natural systems is ongoing, therefore these needs persist,but they
are now augmented by design challenges in building synthetic sys-
tems.

To address these needs, we invented and have been actively using
a novel structure representatation,ISO. We present it here as useful
alternative to other previously developed notations, and illustrate
its capability in the design process. Advantages of ISO overother
representations include the following:

• The ability to express, without a change in notation, pseudo-
knot structure wherein hybridization regions are not properly
nested.

• The ability to characterize synthetic nucleic acid systems,
and their design, in numerical terms amenable to molecular
compiler incorporation.

• The ability to characterize the space of naturally occurring
nucleic acid structure as operators acting on operands.

• The notation is compact and simple, yet maximal structural
information is retained.

In the remaining sections we define ISO, show its expressiveness

for any arbitrary folding pattern including pseudoknots, demon-
strate applicability towards system design, and provide mappings
to several alternative representations.

2. ISO
The high information content of the dot-parenthesis notation, cou-
pled with the need to efficiently evaluate large numbers of DNA
oligonucleotide conformations, led us to consider something equally
straightforward, but more amenable to writing classification rules
which could abstractly capture years of experimentalist knowledge
and keen laboratory insight. With this in mind, we examined how
structural information is used, and determined that a numeric repre-
sentation would accelerate synthetic nucleic acid system design, as
well as serve towards sequencing, structure-function, andstructure
space studies.

ISO notation describes nucleic acid secondary structure asa list of
triples (index, stem, opening), where each triple defines a distinct
hybridization region within a single nucleic acid oligonucleotide,
or between multiple oligonucleotides making up a complex.

Definition Let P = {p0, p1, . . .} be a set ofn nucleotide strings,
drawn from Σ = {A,C,G,T,U}, and d 6∈ Σ be a neutral spacer
symbol. Form concatenated stringc by ordering 5′ to 3′ all strings
pi ∈P, separating each twopi by d such thatc= p0dp1d . . .dpn−1.
Let t be a list ofm triples,t = [(i,s,o)0,(i,s,o)1, . . . ,(i,s,o)m−1]. t
is a unique representation of secondary structure featuresin c where
for each feature:

1. i defines the (zero-based) indexing location relative to thep0
5′ end.

2. s defines the length of binding stem.

3. o defines the opening enclosed bys, equal to the number of
bases, paired or unpaired, which are intermediate between
the last opening base and first closing base of this feature.

Figure 1a exemplifies this notation for an individual oligonucleotide
sequence designed to fold into a structure with two stem-loops,
one large and one small. We compare and show the ISO and dot-
parenthesis notation for this structure as:

• [(0,10,15),(32,2,5)]

• ((((((((((...............))))))))))((.....))...........
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(a) Single DNA oligonucleotide. (b) Two DNA oligonucleotides forming a complex.

Figure 1: (a) Secondary structure for a 55 base DNA sequence. The first feature starts at base 0, with a binding stem comprising 10 base
pairs, encompassing a loop opening of 15. The second featurestarts at base 35, has a 2 base pair binding stem, and encompasses a smaller
loop opening of 5. (b) Hybridization structure between two DNA sequences with lengths of 55 and 15 bases. The single feature starts at base
10, with a binding stem comprising 15 base pairs, encompassing an opening of 31, including the spacer (not shown).

Figure 1b exemplifies a complex of two oligonucleotides designed
to bind together. For these cases where multiple oligonucleotides
are concatenated, spacer characters are counted as part of the index-
ing scheme. The length of the sequence, or sequences and spacer
characters, is not captured in this representation and mustbe sup-
plied separately when needed. For comparison, the corresponding
ISO and dot-parenthesis notation for this structure is:

• [(10,15,31)]

• ..........(((((((((((((((..............................+)))))))))))))))

3. ISO EXPRESSIVE POWER
Nucleic acids may naturally, or as synthetically directed,prefer to
fold into a variety of motifs including bulges, internal loops, hair-
pins, stem-loops and multibranches. ISO expresses all structure
information exactly for each of these forms by virtue of relation-
ships between the triples. Consider a structure withm features,
[(i,s,o)0,(i,s,o)1, . . . ,(i,s,o)m−1]. A motif anchored as featurej ,
j ∈ [0,m−1] is identified in the following ways. In each of these we
note further that not only can we recognize existence of a specific
feature, and locate it precisely, we can also infer the size exactly
via further simple arithmetic over the triples defining the feature.

1. Bulges. A bulge is one or more unpaired bases on one side
of two stem regions. A bulge is recognized within the list of
triples where features(i,s,o) j and (i,s,o) j+1 satisfy either
of the following, but not both:

• i j+1− (i j + sj) > 0, (i j + sj + o j )− (i j+1 + 2sj+1 +
o j+1) = 0

• i j+1− (i j + sj) = 0, (i j + sj + o j )− (i j+1 + 2sj+1 +
o j+1)> 0

We see an example of a bulge in Figure 2(a), in triples 4
((24,3,32)) and 5 ((29,7,16)), sincei5− (i4 + s4) = 29−
(24+3)> 0 and(i4+s4+o4)− (i5+2i5+o5) = (24+3+
32)− (29+14+16) = 0.

2. Internal loops. An internal loop is formed by unpaired open
regions surrounded by exactly two stems, where at least one
of the unpaired bases must occur on both sides. An internal
loop is recognized within the list of triples where features
(i,s,o) j and(i,s,o) j+1 satisfy:

• i j+1− (i j + sj) > 0, (i j + sj + o j )− (i j+1 + 2sj+1 +
o j+1)> 0

One internal loop example in Figure 2(a) is found between
the stems represented by triples 1 ((8,7,57)) and 2 ((17,3,46)),
sincei5− (i4+ s4) = 17− (8+7) > 0 and(i4+ s4 +o4)−
(i5+2s5+o5) = (8+7+57)− (17+6+46) > 0.

3. Hairpins. Hairpins are terminal stems with no unpaired bases
intervening. Hairpins are recognized as a triple with a size
zero opening:

• (i,s,0) j

4. Stem-loops. Stem-loops are hairpins with at least one un-
paired base between the opening and closing bases of the
stem. Stem-loops are recognized as a triple:
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Figure 2: (a) 105 base RNA segment with two stem-loops, five internal loopsand one three-way multi-branch feature. The ISO repre-
sentation, starting from the marked 5′ end, is[(2,5,92),(8,7,57),(17,3,46),(21,2,40),(24,3,32),(29,7,16),(40,4,3),(82,6,4)]. (b) The
corresponding structure tree representation.(c) The structure tree representation condensed further.

• (i,s,> 0) j

One example stem-loop is seen in Figure 2(a) as the last triple
((82,6,4)), where a binding stem of six base pairs surrounds
four unpaired bases.

5. R-way multibranches. An r-way multibranch is an internal
loop formed byr surrounding stems. Anr-way multibranch
is recognized within the list of triples where exactlyr − 1
features(i,s,o) j+1, . . . ,(i,s,o) j+r−2 are enclosed by feature
(i,s,o) j , but not enclosed by each other:

• ∀ik, k≥ j+1, i j +sj < ik < i j +sj +o j , ik+2sk+ok >

ik−1+2sk−1+ok−1

The first constraint tracks binding openings and stipulates
that each triple defining a multibranch stem follows the initi-
ating 5’-most stem, and is completely enclosed by the open-
ing and closing bindings of this stem. The second constraint
tracks binding closings and stipulates that subsequent stems
not be enclosed by any previous defining one. For example,
in Figure 2(a), triple 0 ((2,5,92)) initiates a 3-way branch,
and triples 1-7 are enclosed by this triple. However, triples 2-
6 are excluded since each of their extents is enclosed by triple
1 ((8,7,57)), and therefore they fail to satisfy the second con-
straint. Hence, the 3-way branch is represented by triples 0,
1, and 7, equal to sublist[(2,5,92),(8,7,57),(82,6,4)].

A different, important form is a pseudoknot, which typically is
harder to express.Pseudoknotsare patterns containing regions of
intercalated hybridization.

Definition Consider the set of base pair indices relative to the 5′

end. For any two pairing indicesa,b andc,d hybridized asa−b
andc− d and wherea andc are opening base indices andb and
d mark their respective closing bases, ifa < c < b < d, then the
opening ofc-d occurs before the closing ofa-b and these pairs are
said to be pseudoknotted.

RNA found in nature folds into pseudoknots [16] as a result ofad-
ditional stacking plane hydrogen bond opportunities whichyield
stability benefits despite the asymmetric and jumbled appearance.
An example pseudoknot is shown in Figure 3. RNA has evolved to
use pseudoknots for a variety of cellular functions including self-
cleavage of ribozymes, frameshifting the coding regions for viruses
during translation, processing activity of telomerases, and autoreg-
ulation of viral gene expression [2]. Dot-parenthesis notation re-
quires the addition of new symbols to distinguish between pairing
regions, typically square brackets ([, ]) or curly braces ({,}). As
an example,((.....)), and ()..() are properly nested, while(([[..))]]
is pseudoknotted. Each new intercalated binding region requires a
new matching symbol, or some method of indexing. Suggestions
have also been made to show each distinct intercalated binding
region with a different color. Pseudoknots cannot be represented
by rooted trees or planar graphs. However, they are naturally ex-
pressed in ISO. We add pseudoknots to our list of expressiblefea-
tures, again assuming a structure represented by ISO as follows:

6. Pseudoknots.A pseudoknot is intercalated (non-nested) struc-
ture. A pseudoknot is is recognized in structureS, repre-
sented by ISOS= [. . . ,(i,s,o) j , . . .(i,s,o)k, . . . ], k ≥ j + 1



where features(i,s,o) j and(i,s,o)k satisfy:

• ik < i j +sj +o j , ik+sk+ok > i j +2sj +o j

The first constraint places the opening bases of feature(i,s,o)k
within the unpaired region of feature(i,s,o) j , before the lo-
cation of its closing bases. The second constraint places
the corresponding closing bases of(i,s,o)k outside feature
(i,s,o) j , hence the features are not nested. The intercalation
may occur for successive feature triples, or any two feature
triples separated within the ISO list. Counting all such pairs
of triples where this test holds yields the degree of knots. We
see an example in Figure 3 below, where the two triples rep-
resenting the structure satisfy the pseudoknot test.
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Figure 3: Human telomerase (hTR) pseudoknot structure located
at the 5’ end of the 451 base RNA [16]. The 49 base pseudo-
knot sequence segment is GGGCUGUUUUUCUCGCUGACUU-
UCAGCCCCAAACAAAAAAGUC which folds into a H-type mo-
tif with two stems and two loop regions. We describe this pseudo-
knot as[(0,6,17),(14,9,14)].

4. EQUIVALENCE TO ALTERNATIVE REP-
RESENTATIONS

ISO is equivalent to several alternative representations.We sepa-
rately show this for dot-parenthesis notation and two tree variants.

4.1 Equivalence to dot-parenthesis notation
ISO and dot-parenthesis notation are equivalent by inspection, ex-
cept for sequence length. ISO indexing (i), stem length (s),and
loop opening (o), for each hybridization region, are directly in-
ferred from dot-parenthesis notation by starting at the 5′ end of a
structure string and noting the index location of each opening base
pair, the number of base pairs before a loop opening, and the inter-
vening unpaired bases encountered before the first closing base pair
is reached. Sequence length is implicit in dot-parenthesissimply by
counting the total number of structure characters.

We show two algorithms to transform dot-parenthesis notation into
ISO and the reverse direction, from ISO into dot-parenthesis. First,
to transform dot-parenthesis notation into ISO, a linear scan of the
input string yields two lists of open and close parentheses.Re-
peating until liststackcloseis empty, we examine liststackopen

from the end forward to find the corresponding opening paren-
thesis. From this location, the largest stem-loop possibleis built
and saved as a complete ISO triple. Participatingstackopenand
stackcloseelements are removed as each ISO triple completes. The
algorithm runs inO(n) time for a lengthn dot-parenthesis string.

Dot-Parenthesis-to-ISO(oligos,triples)
1 stackopen← [ ]
2 stackclose← [ ]
3 triples← [ ]
4 idx← 0
5 while idx < len(oligo)
6 if oligo[idx]≡ “("
7 append(stackopen, input[idx])
8 if oligo[idx]≡ “)"
9 append(stackclose, input[idx])
10 if len(stackopen) < 1
11 return triples
12 while len(stackclose) > 0
13 anchor_close_value← stackclose[0]
14 open_idx← len(stackopen) - 1
15 while anchor_close_value< stackopen[open_idx]
16 open_idx← open_idx−1
17 open_killset← [stackopen[open_idx]]
18 close_killset← [stackclose[0]]
19 previous_open_val← stackopen[open_idx]
20 previous_close_val← stackclose[0]
21 open_idx← open_idx−1
22 close_idx← 1
23 i← stackopen[open_idx]
24 s← 1
25 o← anchor_close_value−stackopen[open_idx]−1
26 while open_idx>−1 ∧ close_idx < len(stackclose)
27 if stackclose[close_idx]− previous_close_val≡ 1∧
28 previous_open_val−stackopen[open_idx]≡ 1
29 append(close_killset,stackclose[close_idx])
30 append(open_killset,stackopen[open_idx])
31 previous_close_val← stackclose[close_idx]
32 previous_open_val← stackopen[open_idx]
33 open_idx← open_idx−1
34 close_idx← close_idx+1
35 i← i−1
36 s← s+1
37 else
38 break
39 append(triples,(i,s,o))
40 foreach element∈ open_killset
41 delete(stackopen,element)
42 foreach element∈ close_killset
43 delete(stackclose,element)
44 return sorted(triples)

To transform an ISO list into dot-parenthesis notation we require
additional length information input. We form a list of full stop (dot)
characters to the input length and replace each with either open
or close parenthesis symbols based on examination of each ISO
structure in the list. We convert the list into a string as output. The
algorithm runs inO(n) time for a lengthn dot-parenthesis string.

ISO-to-Dot-Parenthesis(triples,length)
1 dpstring← [ ]



2 dpidx← 0
3 while dpidx< length
4 append(dpstring, “ .”)
5 dpidx← dpidx+1
6 for iso∈ triples
7 sdx← 0
8 while sdx< iso[1]
9 dpstring[iso[0]+sdx]← “(”
10 dpstring[iso[0]+ iso[1]+ iso[2]+sdx]← “)”
11 sdx← sdx+1

12 return string(dpstring)

4.2 Equivalence to tree representations
Since dot-parenthesis notation and tree representations are equiva-
lent, ISO is equivalent to tree representations as well. We discuss
tree schemes further, and a direct mapping to two different tree
variations.

Following the graph-based approach of Waterman [19] used toenu-
merate the possible structures for a lengthn oligonucleotide, Zuker
and Sankoff used tree representations to depict secondary structure
in their review of the structure prediction problem [22]. A struc-
ture tree (Figure 2b) is rooted by a benign, non-participating ver-
tex representing the 5’ end of a sequence. Remaining vertices are
mapped to two states, open and closed, where open representsa
single unpaired base and closed represents a base pair, encountered
when moving towards the 3’ sequence end. Parent-child edge re-
lationships depict the notion of nesting with each downwardedge.
Closed connected vertices represent moving symmetricallyinward
along a stem towards the enclosed unpaired loop bases which are
all leaves. Hairpins are recognized as closed leaf vertices.

Motivated by characterizing the structure space of all RNA con-
formations, Fontana updated this representation [4] by condensing
parts of a structure tree in two ways. First, the contiguous edges
of closed vertices are collapsed into a single edge, with parent ver-
tex labels denoting the number of condensed contiguous edges and
therefore clearly representing the length of a stem formed by the
base pairs at that location. Second, unpaired bases represented by
open vertices are collected into a single open vertex and labeled
with the count of unpaired bases at that location. The resulting
trees (Figure 2c) have no degree two vertices and arehomeomor-
phically irreducible trees(HITs). The HIT closed vertex labels are
equivalent to ISOs values. The sum of all child vertex labels for
any closed vertex parent is equivalent to ISOo values. Since HITs
are a reduction of structure trees, we find the same equivalences
between ISO and structure trees.

5. DEOXYRIBOZYME DESIGN USING ISO
Our approach to computing based on synthetic nucleic acids relies
on hybridization between complementary oligonucleotides, and the
ability to cleave one oligonucleotide into two using deoxyribozymes.
Deoxyribozymes are used as logic gates, along with single stranded
oligonucleotides as inputs and outputs [17, 18, 10, 13]. Logic gates
are designed to fold into one or more stem-loop conformations,
(e.g. Figure 1a), where each loop serves as the recognition region
for its intended complementary input (e.g. Figure 1b). Logic gate
primitives are able to execute the basic Boolean connectives not,
and, andor, as well as several extended relations between multiple
inputs. One or more gates together with their inputs solve problems
as instances of combinatorial logic in solution.

Deoxyribozyme system design must ensure complementary oligonu-
cleotides where hybridization is desired, and minimize unwanted
interactions between oligonucleotides present in solution, but not
intended to work together. To this end, thermodynamic modeling
programs allow prototype evaluation of various sequence selections
for each of the constituent elements either individually, or in vari-
ous combinations. The small number of elements is not indicative
of system complexity. For example, it is not the case that a single
gate, input, and substrate sequence only yield

(3
2

)

pairs to evaluate
together and only 3 sequences to evaluate alone. Modeling instead
considers systems as large scale ensembles distributed over a set
of folding states. Some of these states will be advantageousand
entail deoxyribozyme gate oligonucleotides conforming perfectly
to designed folds, hybridizing correctly to input oligonucleotides,
and cleaving substrates exactly. Others will be deleterious to some
degree and therefore contribute to system noise and possible fail-
ure to yield adequate output product. A more careful design entails
considering an entire range of structures exposed as possible fold-
ing states, and their associated predicted free energies todetermine
the overall energy landscape of competing structures.

The combinatorial nature of systems requires fast evaluation of
large numbers of secondary structures. To this end, we encode
each modeled structure into ISO representation. Equationsover
ISO instances are formulated as structure design specification rules,
allowing comparison of each ISO to multiple predefined feature
patterns and determination of an overall weighted score based on
quantified similarity each feature to its design pattern. Separate
evaluations occur for each deoxyribozyme gate motif alone,the
gate together with its input as a hybridized complex, and thegate
together with its substrate as a hybridized complex. In eachregime,
we have encoded design specifications for secondary structure by
decomposing the structure into multiple features of interest, each of
which is scored independently on a scale from 0.0 (failure) to 1.0
(perfect). We show a representative subset of scoring rulesin Table
2 for one deoxyribozyme gate design which recognizes a single in-
put, and therefore has a single stem-loop as shown in Figure 1(a).
The location information provided by the index (i), along with the
sizes of the stem (s) and opening (o), allows pattern recognition of
a modeling result against specifications. Together, these steps link
the energy, form and desired function into a single expectation of
desired behavior. Form and function mapping is not arbitrary, and
instead abstracts long-term laboratory results and experience from
previous studies. The ISO output and scoring for a set of folding
states for one YES gate, generated by the Nupack thermodynamic
modeling code [21], is presented in Table 3. Using the scoring
rules, we can rapidly evaluate thousands of YES gate variants, and
provide a ranked output in terms of predicted utility.

6. DISCUSSION
We have shown ISO as a novel, unambiguous, representation for
secondary structure. We focus on the single most critical aspect
of working with nucleic acids, precisely showing where bindings
are occurring. This focuses attention onto the positive space of
oligonucleotides, yet it also reveals the negative space, the areas
of strands which are unbound, and therefore available for subse-
quent bindings. As shown here, this is equivalent to severalother
schemes, however ISO is more informative, more compact, and
more expressive than any other scheme. ISO is amenable to use
as part of nucleic acid functionality standards development and ex-
change of information, such as the RNAML syntax [20].

ISO was motivated by different reasons than development of other



Rule Feature(i,s,o) j Feature(s)(i,s,o)k,k≥ j +1 Score

stem-1 i j = 0,sj > 9 1.00
stem-2 i j = 1,sj > 8 0.90
stem-3 i j = 0,sj = 9 0.90
loop-1 o j > 14 ik > i j +2sj +15 1.00
loop-2 o j = 13, i+s= 11 ik > i j +2sj +15 0.80
loop-3 o j = 11, i j +sj = 12 ik > i j +2sj +15 0.60
loop-4 o j < 11, i j +sj > 12 ik > i j +2sj +15 0.00

Table 2: Selected set of design specifications for deoxyribozyme 8.17.1 Yes Gate [13]. StructureS= [(i,s,o)0, . . . ,(i,s,o)m−1], with m total
features, is decomposed into required and incidental successive featuresj ,k ∈ [0,m−1]. Feature(i,s,o) j must occur, whereas additional
features may or may not be present. Stem rules 1-3 check for a stem with perfect form, shifted by one base, or short by one base pair,
respectively. Loop rules 1-4 check for a clean loop, a loop encroached by the stem by one base pair, a loop encroached by thestem by two
base pairs, a loop encroached by more than two base pairs, respectively. Other rules, not shown, check for further variations.

ISO Probability Stem Score Stem Expectation Loop Score Loop Expectation

[(0,10,15)] 0.20 1.0 0.20 1.0 0.20
[(0,10,15),(14,2,4)] 0.08 1.0 0.08 0.8 0.07
[(0,9,17)] 0.06 0.9 0.05 1.0 0.06
[(1,9,15),(34,3,5)] 0.06 0.9 0.05 1.0 0.06
[(0,10,15),(14,2,6)] 0.03 1.0 0.03 0.8 0.03
[(0,10,15),(43,1,4)] 0.03 1.0 0.03 1.0 0.03
[(0,10,15),(35,2,5)] 0.03 1.0 0.03 1.0 0.03
[(1,9,15),(14,2,4),(34,3,5)] 0.02 0.9 0.02 0.8 0.02
[(0,10,15),(14,1,4)] 0.02 1.0 0.02 0.9 0.02
[(1,8,17),(34,3,5)] 0.02 0.0 0.00 1.0 0.02
[(0,10,15),(14,2,4),(43,1,4)] 0.01 1.0 0.01 0.8 0.01
[(0,10,15),(14,2,4),(35,2,5)] 0.01 1.0 0.01 0.8 0.01
[(0,10,15),(14,1,6)] 0.01 1.0 0.01 0.9 0.01
[(1,9,15),(14,2,6),(34,3,5)] 0.01 0.9 0.01 0.8 0.01
[(0,10,15),(41,2,8)] 0.01 1.0 0.01 1.0 0.01

Table 3: Deoxyribozyme 8.17.1 Yes Gate example evaluation results for 15 most probable variants of a single gate sequence. Probability of
occurrence computed as a function of predicted free energy and the partition function, with scores based on rules displayed in Table 2, and
computed expectation as the product of score and probability.



representation schemes, yet the importance of secondary structure
representation remains consistent. Cataloging and classifying sec-
ondary structure in terms of feature connections is an active re-
search area [3, 8, 9, 12]. ISO keeps feature information location
and size, therefore in addition to connection determination, distinc-
tion can be made for feature extents rather than abstracted away.
By virtue of using numbers to describe what is ultimately hydro-
gen bonding between molecular chains, we have greater ability to
cast the understanding of nucleic acid structure space as a pattern
recognition problem. Indeed, this understanding can be done using
mathematical expressions, combining ISO and simple arithmetic
relations, without resorting to graph theory. Moreover, itis straight-
forward to write a distance metric between two ISO instances, or
show structure alignment. In both cases,O(nm) pairwise triple
comparisons of some two ISO instances,α of lengthn, andβ of
lengthm, can be computed to find pattern differences and match-
ings.

For synthetic system design, secondary structure in molecular com-
puting systems serves as a compiled-to instruction. Directparallels
between electronic and molecular computing are not straightfor-
ward, but in this case one parallel can be observed. Just as architec-
ture specific instructions in electronic computers direct movement
of data up and down the memory hierarchy, and execution of oper-
ations on data in a very low-level manner, nucleic acids alsostore
encoded data, and interactions between them serve to execute op-
erations upon this data. These interactions can only occur through
the physical effects of hybridization and cleavage, as specified di-
rectly by their forms. Form instructs function. Orchestrating tens
to thousands of simultaneous forms demands instructions which
are easy to incorporate into a molecular compiler. A numericrep-
resentation for instructions enables compiler construction encom-
passing both rule-sets as demonstrated here, as well as optimization
where structure specifications can be incrementally modified in a
generate-and-test scheme within the combinatorial sequence space
of participating elements.
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